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Book Your Operation Online   
     
  BREAST LIFT
BREAST REDUCTION
BREAST ENLARGEMENT 
TUMMY TUCK
FLEUR DE LYS
FLEUR DE LYS 360
FULL FACE LIFT 
NECK LIFT
FOREHEAD LIFT
TEMPORAL LIFT
FACE+NECK+2 SIDES BLEPHARO
ONE-SIDE BLEPHAROPLASTY
UPPER+LOWER EYE LİD BLEPHARO.
LIPOSUCTION (1 AREA)
LIPOSUCTION (2 AREAS)
LIPOSUCTION (3 AREAS)
SIXPACK
GENITAL ESTHEATICS(VAGINOPLASTY OR LABIOPLASTY)
MONS
RHINOPLASTY
HAIR TRANSPLANT (3000 GRAFT)
PENIS ENLARGEMENT+THICKENING
GYNECOMASTY (BILATERAL)
ARM LIFT
THIGH LIFT
BBL(WITH SILICONE IMPLANTS)
MOMMY MAKEOVER (Tummy Tuck , One area liposuction and breast aesthetic) 
GASTRIC SLEEVE 
GASTRIC BYPASS
LASER SURGERY / FEMTO LASIK
Full Mouth Zirconium Crown - 24 Units

 
   Services Included
 	 
	 Hotel Accommodation
	 
	 
	 
	 

 
 
  GET OFFER

 





      Ekol HospitalsOur Branches 
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  OBESITY CLINIC
 All of our treatment services in the General Surgery Unit of Ekol Hospitals are provided by our experienced and specialized physicians and healthcare personnel in a patient-oriented, service-friendly, reliable and transparent manner. All emergency surgical procedures and all laparoscopic surgical operations in this unit are performed successfully.
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  AESTHETIC CLINIC
 The Aesthetic Clinic of Ekol International Hospitals was established in 2010, and, during the past ten years, has welcomed more than 5000 international patients. Currently, our Aesthetic Clinic offers its health services with 3 expert aesthetic surgeons, one of whom is an associate professor and can perform an array of cosmetic surgeries such as Brazilian Butt Lift, Breast Surgeries, Tummy Tuck, and so on, associating with state-of-the-art technological equipment and intermediates approved by FDA as well as other independent bodies. We are now inviting you to experience the cosmetic surgery you are considering in the most secure and simple way and make your dreams come true at Ekol International Hospitals, which has already incorporated its legal entity in the UK, too. As Ekol International Hospitals, we are offering you to have your cosmetic surgery conducted with the most exclusive price option along with the full satisfaction guarantee.
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  DENTAL CLINIC
 In Dentekol Oral and Dental Health Centre, the treatment process is determined individually and specifically for that person for all ages. Free and minimum waiting time appointment programs are organized by our experienced physicians and staff.
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  OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINIC
 Our center provides comprehensive services for eye health with all diagnostic methods and treatment applications. The treatment of all eye disorders, from childhood diseases to advanced eye diseases, is successfully carried out by our experienced specialists in their branches via modern devices.
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  HAIR CLINIC
 Hair loss is a very common problem among men and might be related to DNA heritage or other reasons. Hair transplant (also called hair restoration or hair implantation) restores hair by transplanting new follicles into bald or thinned areas. Healthy follicles are taken from other areas of the body, most often the back or the sides of the head. This can be done by removing a single strip of skin and hair or removing the follicles individually. The number of grafts needed depends on the patient and the size of the area being treated. Most common method is FUE method.
HAIR TRANSPLANT BY AESTHETIC SURGEONS AND MORE THAN 15 YEARS EXPERIENCED TEAM WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY AND EXAMINATION METHODS
Feel Younger!
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  ONCOLOGY CLINIC
 Oncology Clinic deals not only with diagnosis and treatment of all tumors and also all developments in this field. Many studies are conducted and new techniques are developed to ensure early diagnosis of various types of cancers. The Oncology Clinic is an outpatient program that provides comprehensive medical care to people with cancer and blood disorders. We also do a variety of infusions and injections for non cancer related conditions. Our goal is to give patients the confidence they need to manage their disease and treatment options through personal attention and compassionate care, so that they can enjoy quality of life.
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  EAR&NOSE&THROAT CLINIC
 Functional nose surgery (Concha and Bone Operations), Polysomnography (Sleep Test), Painless, No Bleeding Tonsillectomy with Thermal Welding Technology.
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  CARDIOLOGY & CARDIOVASCULAR
 Heart health is maintained with routine check-ups in our cardiology unit, and diseases that threaten
the hearts of our patients can be diagnosed and treated with the latest, most modern methods. In a
wide range of treatments offered by the specialist staff in their field, maximum patient satisfaction is
achieved by following a patient-oriented approach principle:
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      Ekol HospitalsOur Features 
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More Than 15 Years of Experience
Founded in 2007, Ekol International Hospitals has been providing high quality care to patients from around the world for over 15 years.
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No Additonal Fees
As a privileged hospital, we meet all your needs and offer you the best service at no additional cost to your special package offers.
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Native Personal Assistance
As you stay at our hospital, we will provide you with 24/7 language asistance fluently in English, German, French, Russian and Spanish.
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Registered Company in UK & Ireland
With our 15 years of experience in the field we  are also registered in the UK and ireland representing our company in your homeland as well.
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1000+ Healthcare Workers
We have a separate international nursing department to provide you with the best care. Our international nurses will provide you with specialized care.
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Location Advantage
Our hospital is located right in the center, close to hotels, shopping centers, walking areas, etc. where our patients will stay.
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Tax Back Opportunity
You can even take some of the money back by claiming you've had an operation here with the receipt we will give you after surgery.
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Stay in Luxury Ekol Health Centers
We care about your health and comfort more than anything. You will have a room of your own which will be cleaned the whole time.





ABOUT IZMIR


      İzmir, Kemeraltı
 
 Izmir Kemeraltı is a shopping and sightseeing area filled with historical and cultural treasures.
  
    İzmir, Kuşadası
 
 Izmir Kusadasi is a holiday resort full of sea, sun and sandy beaches that host the beauties of the Aegean.
  
    İzmir, Çeşme
 
 İzmir Çeşme is a coastal paradise known for its pristine beaches and vibrant nightlife.
  
    Virgin Mary
 
 Meryem Ana, located in the ancient city of Ephesus in Izmir, is a significant religious site.
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PatientOpinions


  [image:  England]  Bianca & Paula 
  England
 
 “Dear Ekol Team, we want to thank you all for all your care and support. We feel safe and you made your process a lot smoother than expected. With love.”
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  Ireland
 
 “Thank you so much for all. I got a sleeve surgery in late September and it was the best thing in my life. I nearly lost 4 stones and I can’t wait for more weight to come off.”

 
  [image:  Germany ]  Lynnette 
  Germany 
 
 "Dear Ekol Hospital Team, I would personally like to appreciate the whole Ekol Staff. You guys are amazing. Never felt loved and taken care of well like this before. I really really appreciate you guys. Thanks to my surgeon Dr. Özgür Kavak for showing concern, the follow up and making sure I feel okay. I thank all my nurses. The cleaners and the ones I haven’t mentioned here, know that I appreciate you. I will recommend Ekol Hospital to my friends. Ekol Hospital is the best of the best."

 
  [image:  Ireland]  Candy 
  Ireland
 
 "I have just had my bariatric bypass surgery done at Ekol Hospital. I would like to thank you for all the assistance with the experience with Ekol Hospital. Starting with Evrim, the customer assistant, she is always so attentive and always answering all questions, clarifying and going extra mile to help. The surgeon, Dr. Ömer Yoldaş was brilliant. He made me feel confident all the time. The surgery was a success, and I haven’t got any bruises on my stomach. Without the nurse team on the third floor,  my recovery would not be so great! I am so happy; I wish I could hug all of them. I really would like to know that their managers and themselves know how great job they do and lovely people they are. Hospital premises are modern, clean and offers all you need. The housekeeping / cleaning staff are also 5 stars. If any day in future I need any surgery, now I know where to go. I am back home and happy because I did it. Thank you very much!"

 
  [image:  Germany]  Brigitte 
  Germany
 
 “Ich bin wieder zurück im kalten Deutschland. Ich wollte mich ganz herzlich bei euch für die Kommunikation und Planung bedanken. Es war alles perfekt von euch geplant. Als nächstes, ein sehr großes DANKESCHÖN and Prof. Dr. Hayrullah Derici. Er ist wirklich ein sehr toller Arzt, ein professioneller Experte und Fachmann auf seinem Gebiet. Ich bin sehr begeistert von ihm! Bitte richtet ihm ganz liebe Grüße von mir aus. Ein Dankeschön auch an meine Betreuerin, die mich von Anfang an begleitet hat und mit mir durch alle Stationen gegangen ist. Sie ist eine sehr nette Frau, Hilfe und Übersetzerin. Das mit dem Transfer hat auch bestens geklappt. Und als Letztes: Ein riesen DANKESCHÖN an das gesamte Team im 4. Stock, wo ich gelegen war. Sie haben alle ihre Arbeit ausgezeichnet erledigt und waren immer da für mich. Alle waren sehr freundlich und hilfsbereit. Vor allem Esvet. Er war sehr nett zu mir und hat sich sehr große Mühe für mich gegeben und mich auch nach meiner OP zum Lachen gebracht. Bitte richtet ihm auch liebe Grüße von mir aus. Das gesamte Ekol Krankenhaus-Team ist 1A Spitze! Ich habe mich bei euch sehr wohl und gut betreut gefühlt. Ich bin einfach nur begeistert und werde euer Krankenhaus jedem Menschen zu 100% weiterempfehlen! Dankeschön!”
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  Scotland
 
 “Thank you very much for taking care of us. We have had a good experience here thanks to you and your team. You are diamonds.”

 


      ABOUT US & WHY EKOL HEALTH CENTRE 
 The Health and Rehabilitation Centre is the hotel facility acquired by Ekol Hospitals just to serve its own patients. This is a new concept of fully integrated health care, the first of its kind. The hotel facility, with 50 rooms and 100 beds, has been transformed into the sort of hospital in which more than 20 medical professionals are employed to oversee our valued patients while they are staying at the hotel after having been discharged in a healthy condition. In this facility, the only concern you might have will be choosing how many enjoyable locations you would like to visit, and other than that everything regarding your health will be under the control of our medical professionals, who have more than 10 years of experience and can speak fluently in English, German and French.
Services offered in Ekol Health Centre
• 7/24 doctor and nurse availability and visitations
• Prompt examination of your medical results by your doctor and nurses.
• Detailed explanation of the use of medications
• Daily medical dressing change
• Opportunity to attend informative meetings organized by medical professionals.
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 Ekol HospitalsOur Certificates


 [image: Sağlık Bakanlığı Logo]Turkey Republic Ministry of Health11898 International Health Tourism Accredited
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[image: Companies Certification Office]Companies Certification OfficeIt registers and consolidates companies in Ireland


[image: Uk Companies House]Uk Companies HouseCompanies House is an Executive Agency


[image: Ekol Hospitals ISO Certificates]ISO CertificatesInternational Organization for Standardization
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 Contact Form
We will get back to you as soon as possible.






Send 


[image: Ekol Hospitals Logo]Our Vision: By using new information and technology, developing as a reference hospital with solutions to health problems based on patient satisfaction with the understanding of quality service.
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Contact InformationLocation:  8019/16 sk. No:4 Ataşehir Mah., Mavişehir - Çiğli Kavşağı, Çiğli /İZMİR 
Mail Address:  [email protected]
Phone Number :  +44 203 376 2275 
Whatsapp : +90 232 398 02 08 
 View Location 
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